NAFA Measuring Judges

The objective of NAFA (R) Measuring Judges is to promote the standardization of measuring for Height Cards.

1. The Board shall appoint, train, and certify an appropriate number of approved or supervising judges to serve as NAFA(R) Measuring Judges.

2. Nafa Measuring Judges shall be trained by the Board or its designees and certified by the NAFA Board of Directors.

3. Re-certification every 2 years shall be required to remain a NAFA(R) Measuring Judge.

4. NAFA Measuring Judges are required to travel to designated events to complete any required training and certification/recertification.

5. NAFA Measuring Judges are required to travel to measure dogs for height Card applications assigned to them by NAFA. Travel costs will be reimbursed by NAFA.

   1. NAFA Measuring Judges shall provide one (1) of three (3) measurements required for a Height Card Application Form (C.10) (see Section 7.1 - Height Cards)

   2. When acting in their capacity as a NAFA(R) Measuring Judge, they shall only measure dogs outside of their home region that have been assigned to them by NAFA(R).


   1. The Board of Directors reserves the right to remove any NAFA(R) Measuring Judge at any time with or without just cause by resolution adopted by a majority of the Directors then in office.

   2. Any NAFA(R) Measuring Judge may resign at any given time by giving written notice to the Chairperson of the Board or the Secretary of the Corporation.